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Abstract
We develop a methodology for persona generation
using real time social media data for the distribution of
products via online platforms. From a large social
media account containing more than 30 million
interactions from users from 181 countries engaging
with more than 4,200 digital products produced by a
global media corporation, we demonstrate that our
methodology can first identify both distinct and
impactful user segments and then create persona
descriptions by automatically adding pertinent features,
such as names, photos, and personal attributes. We
validate our approach by implementing the
methodology into an actual working system that
leverages large scale online user data for generation of
persona descriptions. We present the overall
methodological approach, data analysis process, and
system development. Findings show this method can
develop believable personas representing real groups of
people using real-time online user data. Results have
implications for those distributing products via online
platforms.
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Persona
Fictional person created from
data to represent a user type
that uses, or might use, a
site, brand, or product.
Persona Description
Portrayal of the persona,
typically in 1-2 pages that
synthesizes the actual user
data.
Demographics
Statistical data relating to a
population or particular
groups within it.
User Segment
Groups of individuals that are
similar in specific ways, such
as age, gender, interests or
behaviors. Can be based on
theories from sociology.
Social Media Platform
Technologies that provide for
the creating and sharing of
information and other forms
of expression via virtual
communities and networks.
Social Media Analytics
Practice of gathering data
from social media platforms
and analyzing that data to
make informed decisions.
Table 1. Key Constructs and
Definitions.
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Introduction
Personas are representations of segments of actual
users, presented as an imaginary person. It is used in
IT-development, system design, and marketing. The
final artifact is typically a persona description
embodying attributes of the user segment that the
fictionalized person represents. Personas are a
continuation of efforts from a variety of domains for
identifying, assessing, and constructing groups of
people (i.e., users, customers, audience, or market
segments) in order to optimize some performance
metric (i.e. speed of task or ease of use). Personas are
reportedly well integrated into current design processes
[1-5] for both long and short term projects [4].
Although personas have claimed benefits beyond what
data analytics by itself can provide for identifying user
segments [1-4, 6-12], there are still questions
concerning the value of personas [12-16], most notably
the challenge to develop [12, 14, 17]. Creating
personas is not a cheap, easy, or quick process, as the
construction has historically involved ethnography
studies or focus groups. As these are one time data
collection events, the personas created can also
become quickly outdated. Without updated data,
designers have no confirmation whether the personas
are representative of their current target users. These
limitations are especially acute for those that distribute
products via major online platforms. With a potential
audience in the millions or billions, traditional
ethnography methods do not scale and are cost
prohibitive. These limitations are the motivations for
our research, in which we propose, develop, and
implement an approach for leveraging privacypreserving aggregated data of user interactions with
products from online platforms and then enriching the

analysis results with descriptive attributes to generate
persona descriptions. Our approach can be a stand
along method or complementary with qualitative means
of persona development.

Review of Literature
Although the assumption is that personas are
developed from data representing real users [18], this
has not always been the case, as the data is sometimes
time consuming and expensive to gather [5]. When
real data is used, personas are typically developed from
fieldwork, such as user interviews, direct observations,
etc. [8, 19]. The analysis methods employed depend in
large part on the user data availability, and a critique is
that many personas are not based on sizeable quantities
of first-hand user data, or there is not enough data for
quantitative methods [20]. Therefore, the creation of
personas from a quantitative, data-driven approach based
on actual first hand user data of sizeable quantities has
remained an open research question [21], with few efforts
reported [20].

Research Objective
Our objective is to develop a methodology for mining
aggregated large scale user data from major social
media platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
etc.) in order to identify user segments, both distinct
and impactful, and then automatically generate
personas with realistic persona descriptions that
represent these key user segments.
This research is novel in several respects. First, it is one
of, if not the, first systems to use real user data to
automate the persona generation process. Second, the
data from such platforms is already aggregated, unlike
prior work in identifying audience segments [22, 23],
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Figure 1: AJ+ YouTube Channel
with hundreds of thousands of
followers for their thousands of
videos.
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meaning that we must introduce techniques to deaggregate it. Third, the increase in the number of
needed personas. Typically, persona generation has
focused on a small number of personas, three to six.
While appropriate for a traditional system environment,
it is not appropriate for products that may be viewed by
millions to billions of users. Beyond our work [24-26],
we could locate no prior research concerning generating
personas for those who distribute their products via
major platforms. This research builds on our prior work
[24-26] via a more robust personas development.

note that this detailed breakdown data is accessible
only to an owner of a YouTube channel (i.e., AJ+). In
summary, we collect data from 4,320 videos uploaded
from June 13, 2014 to July 27, 2016. These videos had
more than 30 million views via users from 181
countries at the time of the study (see Figure 4).

Methodology for Automatic Persona
Generation from Social Media Data
Approach Formulation
To automatically build personas, our methodology
requires a multiple-step approach, consisting of:

Data Collection
To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we
leverage user data from AJ+, an online news channel
from Al Jazeera Media Network. A common goal for
many organizations is to increase digital content
consumption and enhance the platform’s facilitation of
digital content interaction. Therefore, proper
understanding of audiences is critically important,
which online user data can provide [27, 28].

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Figure 2: Example AJ+ content,
which receives thousands to
millions of views.

Figure 3: AJ+ YouTube content
generates not only views but lively
conversations in the comments.

In this research, we collaborate with AJ+ for both data
collection (see Table 2) and analysis. We focus on the
AJ+ YouTube channel as the source of the aggregated
audience statistics, which we use as a proof-of-concept
for our persona generation methodology (see Figures 1
through 3).
The YouTube analytics API provides, for each AJ+
video, various user profile data, (e.g., gender, age,
country location, and which site the user comes from),
although at an aggregate level. Via the API, we collect
the detailed breakdown of views by country, gender,
and age group. We focus here on view counts and
viewer percentage due to their high volumes. We also

identifying distinct user interaction patterns
from the data,
linking these distinct user interaction patterns
to user demographic groups,
identifying impactful user demographic groups
from the data,
creating skeletal personas via demographic
attributes, and
enriching these skeletal personas to create rich
personas description.

We first develop a matrix representing users’
interaction with the online products. We denote by V
the g×c matrix of g user groups (G1, G2, ..., Gg) and c
contents (C1, C2,...,Cc). The element of the matrix V,
Vij, is any statistic that represents the interaction of
user group Gi for content Cj. With this matrix as the
basis, we can identify first distinct user behavior
patterns (which can be patterns of any set of user
touch points) and then the impactful user segments
from this set of distinct user patterns.
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Figure 4: Snapshot of the AJ+
YouTube Analytics interface, from
which we access the data via the
YouTube API.
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Identification of Distinct User Segments
Once we have the matrix V, discovering the underlying
latent factors, the user interaction patterns, that will
become the basis of the personas is the next step.
There are several ways to decompose a given matrix;
for this proof-of-concept, we used non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) [29] (see Figure 5). Compared to a
simple clustering of user groups, NMF has advantages
in that it can find multiple behavioral patterns even
from a single group.

Channel: AJ+
Subscribers: ~180,000 at
time of study
Period: 13 June through 27
July 2014

Table 2. Key Statistics of AJ+
YouTube Data Set. A sizeable data
collection effort with thousands of
content products, tens of millions of
interactions, and a heterogeneous
user based.

Incorporating Attributes into a Persona
Description
The result of NMF is a set of skeleton personas, which
we turn into rich personas by adding personality
attributes, as outlined in the following.
Persona Demographics
We determine the demographics of the representative
user groups. Depending on how the user groups are
defined in V, the most efficient way is to use the data
broken-out by demographics when building V. If we
build V where a row maps to a group defined as <age
group, gender, country>, then it is trivial to find
representative demographics of a persona. Social
media analytic tools often provide user statistics in a
format that we can leverage for a persona profile
descriptive snippet (see Figure 6).

Platform: YouTube

Products: 4,320 videos at
time of study
Interactions: ~30 million at
time of study
Localities: users from 181
countries at time of study

associated with different user groups. Thus, for each
column, the user group with the largest coefficient can
be interpreted as the most impactful user group for
that corresponding pattern.

Figure 5: Brief overview of NMF, which identifies distinct
interaction patterns and then impactful demographic
segments, which form the basis for the resulting personas.

Matrix H shows a set of common content consumption
patterns signified by a linear combination of content,
representing the set of distinct user behavior patterns
(see Figure 5).
Identification of Impactful User Segments
We next focus on W, shown in Figure 5. A row in W
represents how each user group can be characterized
by different consumption patterns. A column in W
shows how a common consumption pattern is

Figure 6: Resulting persona snippet for the personas
description, with the demographic information from the NMF,
augmented with a gender and temporally appropriate name,
topical interests, and key user behavior.

In our data collection site, for example, YouTube
provides demographic classification of 2 genders x 7
age groupings x 198 countries (2,772 possible
demographic grouping) per video, which is the floor of
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possible demographic personas that that can be
addressed.

Figure 7: Augmented demographic
attributes with a gender and
temporally appropriate name
automatically assigned for the
persona description heading.

Figure 8: Gender and temporally
appropriate photo automatically
assigned. For system development,
we purchased the copyrights to
nearly 4,000 photos in order to
ensure all demographics sets are
covered and each persona has a
unique photo.

Persona Name
To generate a name for a persona, we build a
dictionary of names by collecting popular names by
gender and year from the 181 countries. For example,
there is information on the US and many other
countries concerning the top 1,000 popular baby names
for any year since 1879. Then, through <age group,
gender, and country> of a representative group, we
can automatically assign an age, gender, and ethnically
appropriate name to a persona (see Figure 7).
Persona Photo
To assign a photo to a persona, we purchase copyrights
to nearly 4,000 commercial stock photos of models for
different ethnicities, genders, and ages. Here, the
selection of different styles of figures to represent
different professions, interests, etc. can strengthen the
expressive power of the persona, so we selected varied
photos for each and tag each photo with the
appropriate meta-data. Then, through <age group,
gender, ethnicity, country, etc.> of a representative
user segment, we can assign an appropriate photo to a
persona (see Figure 8).
Other Personas Details
We can filter users based on topical interests (see
Figure 9) by leveraging the collection of content viewed
by that persona (see Figure 10). We are experimenting
with various topically classifiers at the moment. Once
identified, we can use this to link to other user online
behaviors. For example, if a persona watches many
videos about soccer, it is a reasonable assumption that
users whose tweets are mainly about soccer in Twitter

potentially have a similar content consumption pattern.
We can leverage like demographics to get social media
comments about the online products, which we can
incorporate into the persona description (see Figure
11).

Figure 11: Once key demographic attributes and user
behavior interaction patterns are identified, we pull comments
representing those made by this ‘persona’. These comments
are pulled every time the persona description is displayed, so
new interactions are shown by the system.

The result of this attribute incorporation are rich
insightful persona descriptions, generated
automatically, all from aggregated, privacy preserving
social media data, as shown in Figure 12.

Discussion and Implications
In this research, we demonstrate several important
results and implications concerning personas. Notably,
the approach shows that one can use real time,
aggregated online user data at scale in order to identify
meaningful user segments and then automatically
generate personas. As such, this research addresses a
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previously open question of investigation and advances
persona research by presenting an approach to use
data at scale and leverage this data continually to keep
personas updated.

Figure 9: Example of topical
interest classification for each
persona. Topical interests are
ranked from most to least
interested.

Also, our research focuses on the use of data from
major online platforms that are, in most cases,
aggregated. Prior work used individual user data, to
which many content creators do not have access. Our
research using NMF demonstrates that one can use this
aggregate data to both identify distinct and impactful
user segments and, then automatically generate rich
personas. This research also focuses on the increasingly
common situation of digital content creators that are
distributing their content to an extremely large,
heterogeneous user base via major online platforms,
which is, or is becoming, the de facto technology of
distribution.
There are several areas for future research. Given the
reliance on streams of social media data, we could
certainly implement direct access to the foundational
user data for the content creators and also persona
campaigns, as suggested by [30], where updates
concerning the personas are continually sent to the
product developers. This feature may be important, as
it appears that designers like continued access to the
actual user data, aside from the persona description
itself, to aid them in their design decisions [30]. We are
also investigating other approaches besides NMF to
identify user segment.

Conclusion

Figure 10: Example listing of top
watched videos.

Figure 12: Rich persona description, with traditional
components and persona attributes, all generated
automatically from online social media data. Additionally, as
the system is online, one can directly access the underlying
data providing credence to the personas [30].

In this research, we show that personas can be rapidly
and automatically created from large scale, real time,
aggregated user data from major online social media
platforms, resulting in personas that are based on real
data reflecting real people. Although focusing on digital
content creators, our approach is flexible and resilient
for application in a wide range of contexts, which we
are exploring.
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